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Editor’s Pick

A FRESH WAVE
Dhruva Shah – NLCT Member
Computer Engineering

Gandhinagar : Beginnings are always exciting, the

beginning of college especially so. It was that time of
the year again, when there was a new rush in the
usually monotonous days of our college, the time of
newbies bringing in a wave of excitement and zeal!
There was an adrenaline rush as the freshers stepped
out of their shells and into the big-bad-world to experience the taste of the world around them. All
dressed up and glowing, the freshers made it quite
evident that they were very excited about the new
beginning and rains could do nothing to dampen the
excitement! But more hustle was among the seniors
who gawked at the freshers with open mouths!
Their first step to the new life began with orientation,
to let them know a about the rules and status quo of
our college, to make them more familiar with the
institution and its facilities. The orientation began
with a speech for our respected Director Sir and all
HODs, who instructed the students, in one line – “to
follow the rules and make their experience of graduating from our college a memorable milestone”. The
orientation ended with the oath taking ceremony.
The one thing that the freshers had learnt undoubtedly was that the college had all to offer, it was upon them how much they took from it!
Most freshers resorted to savour their first day of so-called independence-from-school-life in the canteen, where the seniors
asked them to introduce themselves, to break the ice. As it is said, the best information you can get is from the one who has experience, and such was the scene as the seniors advised and warned them to reduce their zeal (let’s be honest here, people tend to
make more mistakes when they are excited!) as this was an engineering college – a school without uniforms! And the most important thing, was not enjoyment, but survival! And the only thing they could do to survive was to follow the rules and expect
the unexpected! And of course, there were arrangements of the most awaited fresher’s party being done – the only “official”
exciting thing in an engineering college!
In the midst of all the excitement and anxiousness was pride, pride of being a part of a great institution, taking the right step towards their goals and creating flames by fanning those tiny sparks, while having the time of their life!

- GANDHINAGAR INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Hope, Positivity and Determination
Mogar, Anand : Dr. Jivaraj Mehta Institute of Technology organised orientation ceremony at Kadambari Hall.
All the first year students & parents were present.
The ceremony started with the lighting the
lamp and prayer of goddess Saraswati. Our guest was
Mr. Jashvansinh Solanki, the president of Anand District, BJP. Our principal Dr.Archana Nanoty gave welcome speech. Mr.Narendra Shreemali, chairman also
gave message to new comers. Our chief guest also gave
motivational speech on the occasion. Students from the
first passed out batch were also there to share their
views and experiences of being part of DJMIT family.
The aim of the program is to welcome the new
students to our institute. The hod of different depart-
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ments and faculty co-ordinators were present there.
They informed the students about branch syllabus
scheme, teaching scheme, lab facilities, library facilities
and rules. They took the students to visit their respective laboratories, library and Our Campus.
HOD of the humanities department Mrs. Kajal
Rao discussed with them the role of engineer in the
country. She also gave examples of Dr. A P J Abdul
kalam, Swami Vivekananda and Shree Arvindo Ghosh.
The new students were carefully listening to her. She
show a line of hope, positivity and determination on
their face. She wished them all the best and said,” You
are the part of the DJMIT Family”.
- Dr. Jivaraj Mehta Institute of Technology
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Message from the Vice-Chancellor:

OUR STUDENTS HAVE THE CAPACITY TO DO GREAT THINGS
A College can build its brand value only through the good work of its students and its Faculty Members. Hence every College, which proposes to prosper, even when hundreds of Colleges have closed down all over the country, will have to redouble its efforts for developing the capacity of its Faculty Members and the students.
One reason for technology students being under-employed is that during their studies, they do not learn the ways of
solving problems by developing new products and processes. The Faculty Members are supposed to involve their
students in both study as well as in research & development (R&D) work. Good R&D work can be done by undergraduate students as it can be done by Master’s or Doctoral students or by post-Doctoral fellows. For example the
only research work, due to which the servers of an IIT crashed, had been done by two Bachelors students along with
their faculty guide –using only the library, a minimum computer facility, (available at every college) and their hard
work.1
In the first issue of GTU Plexus, I asked every Department of every College to take up an area for an intensive study.
When this is done, it will build the capacity of the College and it will create an environment for study and for R&D
work.
On 1st and 2nd August 2014, GTU organized the Virtual BAJA SAEINDIA2015 competition at its Chandkheda campus. A few hundred teams from engineering Colleges in India participated in the competition. Today City Bhaskar
has reported that a team of students advised by Prof Ankit Ahuja, from U V College of Engineering, Ganpat University has been selected as one of the 13 entries for the competition for electrical cars (e-Car) at BAJA 2015 to be held
at Indore. Last week, a newspaper in Australia2 reported that Chris Malloy had developed a flying motor cycle costing $1,000. This had been done by Malloy at his workshop at his home. I think the facilities at each one of our engineering institutions should be good enough to be able to do the kind of work done by the two students at IIT
or by the students, who developed an e-Car at UV College of Engg or by Chris Malloy. It only requires hard
work and it requires our Faculty Members/ students to learn to enjoy the excitement of innovation. The study from
text books to learn mathematics, science and technologies, used by engineers of yesterday to design the products, we
use today, is important. But a text-book would contain material, which may have been developed at least 6 years earlier. To train engineers on the basis of only such material is not going to bring a great deal of credit to the Colleges.
Let us create an environment of learning and innovation so that our Colleges can claim with pride the work done by
their students and Faculty Members.
Dr. Akshai Aggarwal
1

Report in Times of India dated Sept 2, 2002 and New York Times dated Aug 8, 2002, about two Computer Science

students: 21-year-old student Nitin Saxena and 22-year old Neeraj Kayal available at http://
timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/mumbai/IITs-prime-duo-achieves-celeb-status/articleshow/20911673.cms and at
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/08/08/science/08MATH.html?module=Search&mabReward=relbias%3Aw%2C%
7B%222%22%3A%22RI%3A12%22%7D respectively
2

Report in International Business Times on Flying Hoverbike @$1,000 by Chris Malloy, a British Engineer at http://

au.ibtimes.com/articles/564876/20140902/motorbike-motorcycle-flying-hoverbike-aviation-helicopterdrone.htm#.VA_iKpSSzYw
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Newbies with big dreams in their eyes
Author - Mr. Khatri Vijay & Mr. Soni Bhushan NLCT Member Class - B.E. Civil Engineering Student
E-mail - khatri.vijay22@gmail.com & bhushan.soni48@gmail.com

Gandhinagar: It was the time to say good bye to the
last year students and welcome the freshness of the
college that is the new students, newbies in the college.
Our S.P.B. Patel engineering college got so
many new admissions in various branches of the college
and still the admissions are going on. New students got
the new environment from the college. We the NLCT
members went to the new students and asked them
about the environment of the college, they liked it or
not. The students shared their experiences with us regarding the college, faculty and the seniors of the college. All the interviewed students liked the infrastructure of the college. They feel that the faculties as well
as the seniors of the college are supportive and helpful
towards them. Firstly we went up to the new students
and told them that we want to take interview of yours
about how was their experience in the college till now.
All the students were excited to take part and
give their interview because they feel
that it is new and interesting activity
for them. We had some interviews
with the students and out of them
we are mentioning two interviews
here.
First one is Abhinandan Mehta, the name itself means congratulations. He introduced himself like this. He
wants to become an I.A.S. officer so, to be
an I.A.S officer he chose the civil engineering branch. Also his father dream is to see
him as an I.A.S officer. He completed his
12th from Ahmedabad but basically he is
from Pali, Rajasthan. His father got to know about this
college from the people of Mehsana.
He is the guy who follows path of his father and
respects him a lot. After getting admission in this col-

lege he liked the atmosphere, infrastructure of the college and after joining the classes he also liked the supportive nature of the faculties. He also finds that the
seniors are very good, helpful and treats him as a
friend.
We had second interview
with Nikita Sultana. She is also
from Ahmedabad but she completed her 12th from Madhya Pradesh.
She got to know about this college
from her cousin sister who is already studying in this college. She
also likes the atmosphere of the college as
well as the teaching methodology of the faculties.
She is contented with the facilities
which the college is providing for transportation. Just like Abhinandan, she also feels that
the seniors are very kind and helpful. Other than these
students, all the students feel the same thing about the
college, faculties and the seniors of the college.
- SAFFRONY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Share your Feedback
You can share your suggestions and feedback about GTU Plexus. You can e-mail your feedback on plexus@gtu.edu.in
Thank You !
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How to utilize the latest technology in best possible way

Rajkot: EC Department of V.V.P. Engineering College, Rajkot
organized Android Application Development Seminar on the
very first days for first year students who were enrolled in
Electronics and Communication branch. This was an excellent
approach and was highly appreciated by first year students.
The objective of the seminar was mainly to showcase
that EC is not about hardware or software but is a fabulous
combination of hardware and software. The seminar is to create awareness about latest technology and how to utilize it in
best possible way.
Mr. Mohit Vora from Infosys, Mysore and Mr. Jay
Gandhi from TSA Industries, Mumbai conducted this Android
application development and awareness seminar. More than
50 students from E.C. Department, V.V.P.E.C. and students
enrolled in first year in E.C in other engineering colleges par-

ticipated in this seminar. The seminar was free of cost.
In this seminar, one of the inventors give all the information
about Android Technology rooting so that students will be
able to utilize all the features of Android technology in best
possible way.
Second inventor gave all the information about photo
editing related application to the students. With the help of
this seminar, the students who were recently passed from 12 th
class have developed an Android application “Cam_Cad”
which has been uploaded and is available in Google market.
EC Department is planning to organize second such awareness
seminar in near future, after the huge success and appreciation obtained for the first seminar.

- V.V.P. Engineering College, Rajkot

Social Aims after Graduation
Mr. Sanu Upadhyay, Mr. Nishant Patel, Mr. Jigar Patel, Mr. Pranav Mehta NLCT Member
Mechanical Student
E-mail : upadhyaysanu@gmail.com, 130390119075@saffrony.ac.in

We are going to introduce a very
enthusiastic girl in first semester of
our Saffrony College. Her name is
Megha Sorathiya. She belongs to
Surat and is residing in college hostel. She took engineering because
she finds illiteracy at ground level, so she wants to educate those children who are not capable to
attend schools.
Her aim is to be a good person and a
good professional Computer Engineer. If she
gets a job as Computer Engineer, she would spare her
time to teach poor students free of cost. It takes 6 hours
for her to travel from Surat to College. She finds college
life better than school life because of limited rules and
no uniform. She likes anchoring and reading novels. Her
favorite novel is “One Night at Call Centre” by Chetan
Bhagat. She admires her parents because they always

Class - B.E. Automobile,

guide her to achieve her goal and show the right path to
become a good person. Her idol is Dr. Abdul Kalam. She
is admired by his hard work. His life inspires her to cope
up with difficulties in each situation.
On asking about her first day at college, she replied – “I mustered up my courage and proceeded to
the first day as a fresher in college. One of my feeble
minded friend was shivering head to toe even
for walking to the canteen. Most of my friends
mentioned the word ragging even for seniors
asking their names very friendly. On the first day
at college seniors are like unfriendly aliens. Even making
eye-contact with seniors meant disastrous.” Gradually
as day went I felt that the college environment is very
comfortable and seniors are truly co-operative & supportive. Beside this faculties of the college are really
deep profound in their respective subjects.
- SAFFRONY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
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THE STEPPING STONE TO SUCCESS
Mohamadkhubaib .N. Kazi
Bharuch: The morning dawned and it was the morning
that was going to lead me to my first day at college.
When I woke up it was about 5 am and it was 25th of July. I started getting ready for my new college life. I wore
a black shirt and blue jeans. I was too excited and somewhat nervous and tensed also. But above all this I was
very happy.
I started my journey from home to college, and I was
having many different thoughts in my mind, like, what
am I going to experience? What will be things that I am
going to see? What will be the first step that I will do?
And many other questions were going on and I was
pretty excited about all this.
Now, the time came, when I finally reached at the
college. I reached at the college before half an hour of
the starting time. At that moment I was facing the gate
of the college and was feeling too happy, as that was the
only moment that brought me closer to one of my stepping stones. That type of feeling and pleasure I had never felt before.
Finally I was entering the gate of college. I took a
look around the campus. The campus was too huge. I
visited the admin department to check the class room
arrangement. The very first person I met was Ms. Jasleen
Kaur, the lecturer of the I.C.T department. She was very
kind and helped me to find a way to my class. On the
way to my class, I saw many new faces, all eagerly looking at me. From their faces I could make out that they
were having many questions to ask. Now slowly and
gradually I was approaching to my class. It was the time
when I was about to enter my class room. On entering
the class, very firstly I met Himanshu Patel, one of my
classmates. He welcomed in the class and we had introduction with each other. I got a good start and my nervousness and all weird feelings started to disappear. I began to talk with all the other students around me.
Now it was time for the lectures to begin. The bell
rang and we all were looking at the door of the class
room to see who is going to enter. And suddenly our
I.C.T lecturer Ms. Jasleen Kaur entered; the one whom I
met in the morning. I was happy to see her. She started
to introduce herself. Gradually the time flew and we
reached to the break time.

Now we all visited the cafeteria of the college. We
enjoyed there too much and there our seniors gave us a
welcome party as it was instructed by the college that
the party can be done only in the break time. Our seniors played a very important role on our first day through
the mean of welcome party. As on first days we need a
support of our seniors, and our seniors had really helped
us in a great way. The welcome celebration contained a
cake cutting and a meal to every student. On request of
our seniors our principal allowed them to have a dance
on music. We got much more familiar with our seniors
and maintained a good friendship with them. Thus our
seniors helped us and they were with us on each and
every step of our first day.
We reached at the end of the day. Now it was
the last lecture of the day that we were attending. The
time got over and we were about to get leave from the
college. The bell rang, we all moved out from the class
and the campus. So the first day at college got over.
Now, I was again travelling back to my home, with
lots of memories. Though this day got over but its memories will last forever till the last breathe of my life. This
is the day that is unforgettable and this is the day that is
very special in each and every student’s life, and I got
privilege to experience it. So this is the short story of my
first day at college, with lots of unforgettable memories
and happiness.
- SHROFF S.R ROTARY INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

GTU Other Newsletter’s
ANANTYAM | News Letter For Indo-Canadian Study Centre |
News Letter For Indo-German Study Centre | GTU Main Newsletter
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Old students welcomed newbies with Tilak and Sweet

Surat: The new Day and the new Beginning is very important in everyone’s life. The First meeting with someone, The
First participation, the First winning, The First day of the School,
Riding bicycle for the First time etc, these are some examples of
the First things in life. There are so many other things in life
which we don’t want to forget or somehow it becomes an important part of our life. Anybody whether he is a student or an
Employee, the First day comes with very much Enthusiasm. But
in the life of a student, it is very important to have a good start
of their career.
Shree Dhanvantary College of Diploma Engineering
believes the same. That’s why the first day of the College was
made memorable for the new students. On the very first day,
we, the staff members and the Principal guided them towards
their new class room and there the old students of the 3rd SEM
welcomed them with a Kumkum Tilak and Sweet. In the class
room they were introduced to their new Teachers and the New
Subjects.
The Head of the Department gave an introduction
about their particular branch and then the faculty members

showed them the whole college, all the other Departments,
Laboratories, Library, Canteen and the whole Campus itself. We
have arranged a welcome function on 26TH July 2014. In this
function, the students of the Third semester gave them a beautiful welcome with dance, drama and other cultural activities. In
this Function the Chief Guest, Dr. Tejraj Aminabhavi delivered
an inspirational speech. After the cultural program, we have
arranged a Rally with full of messages around the college area.
So the new students enjoyed a lot and thus we tried to make
their journey very memorable.
Shree Dhanvantary Pharmacy College
(SDPC), Shree Dhanvantary College of Diploma
Engineering (SDCDE) and Shree Dhanvantary
Pharmaceutical Analysis and Research Centre
(SDPARC) is running successfully under the guidance of Shree Sahkar Education Trust. Shree
Dhanvantary College of Diploma Engineering has Five branches:
Civil (120), Mechanical (120), Computer (60), Electrical (60) and
E&C (60).

- Shree Dhanvantary College of Diploma Engineering

Entering into a new part of Life
Mr.Manish Peshwani(130120119177)NLCT Member Class - B.E. Mechanical Engineering Student
E-mail ID - peshwanimanish1@gmail.com
Ahmedabad: That morning was quite different then I
have faced through a year. No sooner I entered the main
gate of my college, I found a different new world of
fresher. They are standing in their groups in well dressed
in their own fashion. They were looking some confused,nervous,scared but exited for college.
As I have got some popularity in my first year,
friends are waiting for me for the general introduction
of fresher of our branch. We went to the canteen and
started a general introduction to fresher. First I gave my
simple introduction to them and then we took their introductions. The purpose of the introduction is to help
freshers to easily mingle and communicate with seniors.

We asked them about their hobbies, political
view,economics,and Glamour world. After the break
they are introduced to different classes, auditorium
room, variouslabs, and placement sections. We again
met after the college time, we have done many crazy
things,we have danced together, and lots of fun. From
this, I just remembered my first day when I am a fresher
for this institute looking some scared, nervous. It seems
like it is the thing of just yesterday I have passed.
At the end, I welcomed the newbies to institute
and Hope that they will have enjoyable and prosperous
stay in the college.
- Gandhinagar Institute of Technology
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Senior batch gave useful tips to juniors
Mr. Mayur Rao NLCT Member, Assistant Professor – AIM (MBA-702)
E-mail : rao.mayur28@gmail.com

Anand: Anand Institute of Management (MBA) has celebrated its decade this year i.e. 2014. It’s a great privilege
to work for the college, which is unique in various aspects. We all work here as a big family, either it’s teaching or administrative staff; even our students are also
made to feel so. Our New batch of 2014-16 just arrived
last week i.e. on 4th August 2014. Formal 11th Orientation
function was scheduled on 13th August 2014 for them.
The day of Orientation began with the tradition
of making new members to watch video of AIM’s Journey since its inception in the year 2004. This really made
the environment very much emotional and comfortable
too. As the video comprised of wonderful memories of
earlier batches –their fun, enjoyment in the varied
events, emotions, feelings, were captured and compiled
together with light instrumental in the background. That
really motivated our new students who got a chance to
feel captured emotions of AIM.

Work hard and mould yourself so
that, you can survive in the
cut- throat market: Dr. N.N. Patel
Later on, our Director, Dr. N.N. Patel sir was requested by our Master of Ceremony- Gokul and Rinal
(MBA II year) for a welcome speech. As a senior most
member of AIM family, he made students aware about
the discipline in Management, and motivated them to be
participative in every Academic and Extra Curricular
events, already scheduled for them. He conveyed to
work hard and mould themselves so that, they can survive in the cut- throat market.
Then, each of our faculty was invited to give
their introduction and message to new members. All
faculties conveyed students, that- to enjoy the last two
years of college life, add value to their knowledge and to
take responsibility to maintain and upgrade the established standard so far.
Finally, it was the time now for new students to

express themselves and to share their feelings. One girl
volunteered to do it from the new batch, it was really
amazing to watch all so happy and contented in our college. She was so happy to take admission here as she
was surprised with uniqueness of the college, which had
broken her nervousness. She recalled Ice- breaking activity conducted by our one of the faculty- Ms. Suchi Patel.
That leads me to remember the activity. Suchi Ma’am
prepared small chits, each Chit had different profession
e.g. chits consisted politician, actor, small baby, journalist. Police man etc. Each of students was
allowed to pick one chit and give their
introduction as per the profession
written in the chit. It was really fun for
them to act. One can imagine how a
student could have been excited who
was supposed to introduce himself as a small baby.
At the end, students of senior batch also gave
useful tips to their juniors for encouraging them to work
hard and also enjoy events for creating memories for the
next batch. This wonderful function came to an end
with cold Ice cream party for all of us.
This was the best possible way of ours to welcome the new AIMites and also to make them feel, the
college as their second home. i.e. “APNE GHAR SE DOOR,
AUR EK GHAR”

- ANAND INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT

In the 1st Phase GTU trained more than 300 faculties and students to develop as the Newsletter Correspondent Team Member in the Workshops " How To Write"

Registration for the Phase II is open Please Refer :
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1S_qrNqp7AXZ7W2CNSIUndaydogpUAswANcXJosF44k4/edit?usp=sharing_eil

Or refer GTU Circular dated 15-09-2014 at http://gtu.ac.in/Institute.asp
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ATTITUDES GOVERN DESTINY
Mr. Aqib A Parmar NLCT Member Class-B.E. Civil Engineering Student
Email: aqibparmar@gmail.com
It all started with Welcoming of our chief guest.
A fantastic dance was performed by our students to
fresh our fresher’s. After that it headed for an innovative and encouraging activity, Awarding” CERTIFICATE
OF APPRECIATION“to the meritorious student of each
and every branch of our college. NCC team members
headed for National Anthem and then a very interesting and fabulous activity was done by our collegeRALLY. The purpose of the rally was to aware the students for Higher Education especially the Girl Child.
Many teachers and students participated in the rally.
As the orientation Program finishes, the staff
members from each and every department took the
Morbi: ”Genius must be born, it can never be taught” students to their prescribed department as well as visitIt is clear from the experiences that new the thing aled every department and introduced them with each
ways comes with excitement, surprises, and many chal- department of the college. They roam the whole collenges. As the rain delights the mind and body at the
same time downpour insist devastation. The same happens with the citizens admitted in the first year of their
college life. College is a place where a student nurtures
and prepares himself/herself for the professional belongings. College campus is the staircase for his/her
bright and glittering future.
The basic thing which is to be required is the
thoughts, deep interest about in their subjects, new
innovating ideas which rocks the entire world, ideas
which lead to a sustainable development, thinking
which is limitless. A leadership which leads the entire
science. These things are accumulated in students by
teachers, seniors and parents.
When asked the students how you make it to
lege. New timetables were introduced to the students.
this prestigious college? One of them answered brilFaculty members introduced them
liantly “OUR ATTITUDE GOVERN OUR DESTINY”. Anoth- with the new subjects. But the uter answered that his parents and teachers taught him
most important thing is that they are
that knowledge is the biggest currency ever. With
going through “BRIDGE COURSE”, a
knowledge you can only swim in this hectic ocean of the course which is introduced by GTU to
world.
brush up their concept of earlier clas4th August-the day when our college welcomed ses. The name itself suggests that the
the first year students by inauguration of an excellent
course built a bridge between stuprogram named "PRAVESHOTSAV". Nearly 550 student and the new curriculum. It makes an easier path
dents participated in this programme.The programme
for student to tackle up their new courses. As the stuwas extended on 6th of August. The chief guests who
dent came from Gujarati medium, this course helps
gave their valuable time were: S.B.Raval (Collector of
them to tackle English language subjects comfortably.
Morbi), Prof.P.C.Vasni (Principal L.E College),
Last but not the least it was an inspirable activiB.B.Aghola (Ex HOD of Mechanical Department, L.E Col- ty done by my college.
lege), Prof.K.F.Bhetariya (Chairman-Center of Creativity
“Education is the chief defence of nations”.
(COC) L.E College).
- LUKHDHIRJI ENGINEERING COLLEGE
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A Cloud to Catch Climate of REAL LEARNING!
Prof.Leena Patel NLCT Member [CE Dept]
E-mail: leena.patel@git.org.in

Gandhinagar: Once the student makes a final decision,
a new phase of the college process begins. Suddenly, all
the uncertainty that marked the preceding months is
over, replaced by the need to get ready for college life.
This entire thing will be easy and special for me just because of Gandhinagar institute of technology (GIT).
This morning was a bit different than usual as I
had to attend my new college. I woke up early, I was
very happy to join this institute as per following the career orientation program and good future to be with
the present. But really when I entered the collage. I
thought I entered into the natures’ land all around trees
and clean air and area with open atmosphere.
Outside world was like a fresh breeze for me, I
found my class room near the A block in GIT campus
and I had more fun, noisy students and no headaches of
schooling boy-like mentality. By now, I had cut off all
contacts from mind for a while even including my family
members just like a kid who is always eager to focus
with its current moment. But living out of college also
meant higher living expenses. Obviously, I had to look 1
kg stronger than I looked every day. Although a lot of
them may deny, I think everybody wants to look beautiful and handsome on the first day of college.
There was an orientation programme stating all
the details available in GIT. After reaching college, I
found out from the notice board that I was allotted roll

number. Then I entered the class as if I entered a new
world, I would have felt that I knew nobody, I was with
all different unknown people and without even having a
glance at the entire class I quickly grabbed a sit. But
after a couple of minutes, faculty members and head of
department had come for inviting all new students with
their warm and blessed thoughts towards education
and learning. And they talked about each and every
thing about collage’s technical courses.
All faculties and head departments are so kind,
humble and experts at GIT from whom I will learn lots
of things and make my future bright. Faculties are the
real pioneer for learning and education for engineering.
They all seem very cooperative and helping natured
with smart minds at our college. I felt very lucky to see
my learning base with these pioneers to grow the tree
of my experience to be richer.
- Gandhinagar institute of technology

My Experience of the First Lecture
Sagar Radadiya (BE CIVIL Student)
E-mail: smpatel382330@yahoo.in

When I sat in my college bus a lots of ideas whirl in my
mind that what would happen in college. After reaching
college, I found out from the notice board that I was
allotted roll no. 03 in A-division civil branch.
I entered the class as if I was entering a new
world where I felt I knew nobody, I am all different from
them and without even having a glance at the entire
class I quickly grabbed a seat on the third bench. I felt
really awkward sitting in the class simply doing nothing.
I think most of the girls feel this way for the first time,
unlike boys who still manage to make friends as soon as
they enter the class. I think they bond sooner.
Few minutes later, a girl came and sat beside
me. Fortunately, she and I were trying to befriend each
other. Soon, chatting with people around me became
easy.

The first lecture was about
to begin. The teacher entered the
class. My seniors told me that she
is a nice teacher. She introduced herself and also asked
each one of us to introduce ourselves to the rest of the
class. Now this ritual has always been interesting for
everyone. It's something that we all are so aware of, yet
everybody's heart beats faster till their turn comes. I
managed to give a normal introduction of mine. The
introduction process ate up most of the time, and soon
her lecture came to an end. I was happy with my first
day in first semester at GIT. On second thoughts, I can
say that my handwritten experience about the first day
is my first step towards my career.
- Gandhinagar institute of technology
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Mixed feeling of perplexity and joy
Prof. Anirudhdha M. Nayak NLCT MEMBER [Information Technology Dept]
E-mail: anirudhdha.nayak@git.org.in

Ahmedabad: I,Jhanvi Vyas
still remember my first
day in college. I woke up
early, which was quite
unusual especially after
the long vacations that
had just got over. Although a lot of them may
deny, I think everybody
wants to look beautiful
and handsome on the first
day of college. I boarded the bus and sat next to a girl
who I guess was my senior as she was quite comfortable and usual with bus and my college way. I was not at
all comfortable and was too nervous and did not know
how to pass my time so I started looking outside the
window and passed my time in thinking about the day
which was going to come.
When I reached my college; I looked around
with a mixed feeling of perplexity and joy. I was puzzled. The students were roaming here and down in the
corridors for their classes. Somehow I managed to find
out from the notice board that I was allotted Enrollment
no. 87 in IT B in room no. A-103. But the search of the
classroom and A block took me to C block. Where after
getting tired I asked a faculty about the classroom, he
showed me the way which bounced off my mind and I
was so afraid and nervous that I just went away without
asking him again. So again I was just roaming for my
class and suddenly some another professor came and
ask me for any problem so I said everything about not
finding my class so he dropped me till my classroom.
I entered the class as if I was entering a new
world where I felt I knew nobody, but to my relief I saw
one of my school classmate Aditi and I quickly grabbed
a seat behind her. It was Nirav Sir’s Physics lecture. He
introduced himself and then he started to take everyone’s introduction. Due to this all were trying to make
themselves comfortable and trying to make friends. It's
something that we all were so aware of, yet everybody's heartbeats faster till their turn come. I managed

Students’ Names– Patel Keyur, Dave Nandish

to give a normal introduction of mine.
In the next lecture the professor took us to the
college tour for orientation. He gave us brief information on our college buildings, the blocks A, B, C and
D, students store, library workshop and the main place
the admin. I enjoyed the orientation process with Aditi
Mehta and my other class mates. We were talking and
walking around the college campus. And at the end of
the day there where hope of a new college life, of making new friends, of exploring new things, to excel in
some and fail in others.
The day came to an end at 4p.m. so I went in
my college bus there I met my seniors. They started to
take introduction of all boys and some girls. My turn
came and again my heartbeat was running too fast.
They asked me few general questions like bio data,
what my parents do and
all. It was not that scary as
I visualized watching movies and hearing from others. They asked me to
know all my professors names and tell them tomorrow,
which I thought was a very good idea. They asked me
few questions like why did I join this college? Why did I
opt this branch? and all. Then one of the senior started
talking about the college, resources they have, how
professors are and what makes them feel that a student
is interested in studies and what all to do to gain their
appreciation.
- Gandhinagar institute of technology
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Knowledge is the currency of 21st century
Faculty of Computer Application at MEFGI organized the
Orientation Program for MCA and Integrated MCA newbie. It was a 4 day program starting from August 11,
2014 to August 14, 2014. On first day the dignitaries
who inaugurated the program were Chief Guest Pujya
Swami Parmatmanandji Rajkot from Aarsh Vidhyalaya,
Munjka, Dr. R. Sridaran, Dean Faculty Of Computer Application, Mr. George Verguse, Registrar of MEFGI, Dr. R.
B. Jadeja, Dean Faculty Of Engineering, Dr. R. L. Zala,
Deputy Dean Mechanical Engineering, Mr. Pravin Jain,
Head Training Department and Prof. Sunil Bajeja, Head,
Faculty of Computer Applications.
The Inauguration Function was started with a
Prayer Dance by Miss. Suzan Abada a student of MCA 5B Class. Then after all the dignitaries traditionally inaugurated the function by Lighting Of The Lamp. A short file
developed by MCA Students on Life @ MEFGI was presented to all the present in the inauguration function. Prof. Sunil Bajeja, Head of
Faculty of Computer Applications has
welcomed new students of MCA. Dr. R.
Sridaran, Dean Faculty of Computer Applications has given a speech in context
with
orientation
function
and
acknowledge all the students that they
have selected MCA @ MEFGI is a very
vise decision of their life.
Pujya Swamiji has inaugurated
the function digitally. In his speech of
Swamiji, he has guided students how be
to adaptable to 21st century where
"Knowledge is the currency and
strength". Prof. Divyakant Meva, Co-ordinator of Integrated MCA delivered 'Vote of Thanks'. In afternoon
session all the new students played a very exciting game
called "Treasure Hunt" to get acquainted with college
premises.
The second day i.e.. August, 12 was divided into
two sessions. First session was an informative session
where students were briefed about various sections of
MEFGI and activities related to GTU by respective section heads. Various MEFGI Sections are - Student Section, Library, Sports, Music, Transport, Training, Placement and Hostel. Second session comprised of a Quiz
Competition where participants were teamed up with
team size of 2 members per team . Quiz was further divided into 4 rounds. At every round the teams that could
not clear were eliminated. Before winding up the day's

activities Prize Distribution Ceremony was conducted
and winners of "Treasure Hunt" and "Quiz Competition"
were awarded trophies by Dean and Head, Faculty of
Computer Applications.
Day three began with targeting students' goal
"Getting ready for Job and Corporate World" by Mr.
Pravin Jain, Head Training Department MEFGI. Mr. Noor
Ali demonstrated this by conducting
group activity where students were
divided into different teams and given
an exercise "Select the most suitable
word for a definition provided". Ms.
Puja Mehta conducted the last session
of the day regarding Creative & Analytical Assembling. Once again team
efforts were to be made by the students to win "Block Puzzle" to be
solved which would test and enhance
their analytical skills.
Fourth and last day was the
most fit day for the students as the
first session was the sports event for
the students where they played indoor and outdoor
games like cricket, football, carrom and many more
games. Then Mr. Rajesh Vaishnav conducted seminar on
“Values In Life”. After that awareness was provided on
Library system and software. Students were made aware
of all the aspects of RFID and rules and regulations of
Library.
In all the four days, Students have learned lots of
things which made them convenient with the environment of MEFGI. Chairman Mr. Ketan Marwadi and Vice
Chairman Mr. Jitubhai Chandarana congratulated Dean
and all the staff members of MCA Department to organize these four days orientation program for new MCA
Students.
- Marwadi Education Foundation’s Group of Institutions
Faculty of Computer Applications
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Now I’m mature to look at the world with new vision
SNEHAL.B. PATEL (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)
Ankleshwar: Everyone wants to create their future with their parent’s expectations and their own
dreams. Every student wants to give their contribution
to their country. Like all of them I will also want to fulfil
my parent’s expectations and give my important contribution to my country.
After the summer vacation every students starts
with new thoughts and with new standards. Like every
students I liked to attempt my First day in my college life
finished after my school life. Now I’m mature to identify
the whole word with my new vision at the world.
From childhood my dream is to become a best
engineer from the best college in all over the Gujarat.
After finished my 12th science with maths group from
S.V.E.M. (Guj.Medium) school, Ankles war. In a summer
vacation I found the best college in Gujarat. I asked my
parents and teachers and my elders about “SHROFF ENGINEERING COLLEGE” Ankles war. I got satisfied and useful answers from others. Then After my 12th science result I decide to get the admission in “SHROFF ENGINEERING COLLEGE” Ankles war.
At my first day in college I entered the college

with my new and old friends. Then first I went near the
statue of goddess Sarasvati and pray for my new college
life. Then I and my friends were went to saw our college
campus. We set in a beautiful garden and discussed
about our different streams. Then we attempted our first
lecture at classroom of chemical stream. Our lecture
started with congratulate to get admission in beautiful
college in “SHROFF ENGINEERING COLLEGE” Ankles war.
After finished first lecture we fully satisfied that we got
admission in a right college. Then we got some sneaks
and tea from canteen. Then we went to attempt our second lecture which was so interested and so important
and so important for basic of engineering. After two lectures we went to meet some sinners and asked them
about college’s professors and workshops and practical
laboratories.
After spending some time we want for took
some lunch. Then we attempted our third lecture with
my friends and new lecture who had lots of experience
and lots of vision towers the best engineers. He provided
us a lots of techniques of chemical engineering.
- SHROFF ENGINEERING COLLEGE

Very comfortable with new friends
Mr. Samip Adwani, Mr. Hardik Tarpara, Mr. Parth Patel
E-mail - 130390116001@saffrony.ac.in
Mehsana: Our Newsletter team met Sonal Mishra from
first semester Computer Science branch said - “It’s a
good college because the most important thing for us is
that ragging doesn’t take place, in fact my friends who
are studying in other colleges have been ragged. So
that’s a good point of the Saffrony College.” Being an
outsider she don’t know Gujarati so when she asked
their teachers to speak in a language convenient to her,
teachers were cooperative. On being asked how was
her first day of the college, she smiled and answered
that her first day of the college was excellent as she didn’t knew where were her classes are going and when
she asked some seniors the way to her classes then
they guided her
properly and as a
fresher she didn’t
expect that.
she says she
made many new
friends. She even
made a few friends
who know Gujarati

NLCT Member

Class - B.E. Information Technology

and they help her to translate a few Gujarati words in
Hindi or English. She was very comfortable with her
new friends. She praised the teaching of the college.
She said that the faculties of the college had a great
knowledge about the subject. She mentioned as an
example of her Physics Sir who teaches them by converting theoretical example into practical ones.
“Environment here is good. To be frank it is safe
for girls and that’s a good point about the college”
Sonal promptly replied when we asked her about the
environment of the college. The campus of the college
is good and the hostel is also good as well as safe for
girls to stay. Sonal says that bridge course is very helpful
for the students as it helps them to revise the fundamentals they learned in their school life and which will
be useful for them in their further college studies.
When we asked her about her future goals she
enthusiastically replied that after completing her B.Tech
from this college she would like to do MBA then work
with a multinational company and she said that she will
try her bet to keep her College’s name ahead.
- SAFFRONY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
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New Environment, New Professors, New Syllabus
Mr. Meet Soni NLCT Member Class - B.E. Automobile Engineering Student
E-mail - soni.meet17@gmail.com
Ahmedabad : Every year each and every colleges are
filled with the freshers. Freshers are the ones who gets
the promotion to college from school. They make new
friends. They left their school groups behind and looks
forward for new and enhancing atmosphere of the college. They have to adjust in the new environment, new
professors, new syllabus and many more things. Every
has their own choice of course and college.
There are students who are studying in their desired
course and colleges. They enjoy each and every moment
of their lectures. The colleges also organizes fresher’s
party to welcome the new bees in their campus. In some
colleges students themselves organizes fresher’s party
for the new juniors. NSIT a engg. institute at jetalpur Gujarat. Provides an opportunities to the students who are
new to perform on their talents and prove themselves.
Students enjoying party at NSIT-Jetalpur
NSIT organises cultural fest and sport week at the “As I Finally Take My First In Steps Leaving The Past Behind,
Thought Of You Seems To Paint Perfect Pictures In My Mind.
start of every academic year. So that they can prove
Now The Time Has Come To Let Those Feelings Dissolve,
their talents.
On A Mission Like A Mystery Waiting To Be Solved.

My Dream is Alive
Harshil J. Gajjar
Bardoli: My name is Harshil Gajjar. I belong to Nani
Dhamdod village located near Bardoli in Surat district. I
have got admission to FETR, Isroli. I am familiar with its
college campus because I completed my Diploma in
Mechanical Engineering with distinction from N. G. Patel Polytechnic in 2009 which is in the same campus. In
the campus interview, being a scholar student, I got a
job in renowned L & T, HED.
Everybody including all the faculties of the college, parents and I was proud of my achievement. Everything was going on well, but after a few months I was
shocked having come to know that I had T.B in my
lungs. The disease was curable but it took me three
months to overcome the disease. Due to this I couldn’t
start my job even if I tried hard by submitting my medical reports to the company and eventually I lost my first
job before even starting it. Meanwhile all this, I missed
to register myself for D to D admission process. Hence, I
couldn’t go for BE. Drastically, the door of opportunity
was closed.
I was searching for a job and finally I got a contractual job in L & T , HED again as a QC Inspector in QC

Nuclear Dept. I was getting good experience but it was
not enough to get me a permanent job or promotion. I
needed higher degree. After spending one and a half
year in this manner, I finally decided to study further.
With not a good deal of money that I saved during my job, poor economical condition of my family
and my elder sister still having to be married in due
course, it was very tough to cope up with all the expenses for further study. But my parents supported me
in my decision.
When I went for registration for D to D students, I came
to know that only previous year students could be got
registered. It added to my difficulty. I was on the verge
of losing all my hopes of getting admission to BE. My
dream of becoming a well paid employee of a reputed
company was fading. But my visit to FETR College and
the guidance that I got from there rescued my academic
career. I got an admission as a D to F student in BE Mechanical Engineering. I would like to thank both FETR
and GTU for reviving my dream.
- FETR, Isroli
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Newbies-A refreshed old memories
Mr. Rahul Patel(120120119151)

NLCT Member Class - B.E. Mechanical Engineering Student

E-mail - rahulpatel110@gmail.com

Gandhinagar: When I entered the main gate of the
institute I found a completely
different world, a colourful
one. The Newbies, the freshers arrived well dressed in
their own fashion. Some confused, amazed, semi-scared
faces were all I'd see from
there. As I'd got some popularity over the campus in my
two magnificent years, group of my friends were
waiting for me to inaugurate the party, yes the icebreaking party which helps freshers to mingle with seniors.
That day we went straight to the canteen in the
lunch break. We found an appropriate group which
seemed interesting and different than the others. I appeared in front of them and started the personal interview with a sweet looking girl in a mesmerizing fashion,
which was laterly joined by all of my third year friends
waiting for their turn. I asked hell of different questions
ranging from hobies to politics, politics to economics
and economics to the glamour world. I must people I
met that fine day were really impressive.

Later during the day, one could see the newbies
being escorted to various labs,classes and all the boring
stuff. The group I met in the noon had promised that
they will meet again after college. They proved their
loyalty and we played, we danced and did a lot of crazy
things which suits a global college going student, later
in the evening. The day was a great fun and refreshed
my old memories of the time when I was in first year:
nervous & semi-scared. It just seems like yesterday
when I was in their place and now there are two more
years and would soon have to leave college and become a fresher somewhere else. In the end, I would
welcome Newbies and hope that they have an enjoyable and prosperous stay in the college.
- Gandhinagar Institute of Technology

A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step
Dr. Keyur Patel, Science and Humanities Department keyur.tithal@gmail.com
Prof. Akash Thakkar, Science and Humanities Department
akash01mphil@yahoo.com
Prof. Gopal Bhatt, Science and Humanities Department gaurav01.335@gmail.com
Prof. Bhavini Limbachiya, Science and Humanities Department bhavini1486@gmail.coam
“Praveshotsav-2014” was organized by Babaria Institute of Technology at BITS edu campus to welcome all
Newbies. While entering the auditorium the students
greeted newcomers with chocolates and did a kumkum
tilak. Teachers and special guests provided many motivation sentences which would help the newcomers to
inculcate in them the new ideas and hence would enhance the teaching learning process. Teachers gave
speeches and tips inspiring the students for their better
future.
The reviews for the first day experience :
(1) Before coming to college on a very 1st day, there was
a sort of fear in mind about new life, faculties and ragging. But as I passed my 1st day in the college, I was inspired with heartily welcome of new comers by seniors;
introduction with new faculties and friends was awe-

some. The best thing I noticed here is that the discipline
maintained by the institution.
(2) I entered the college premises with new hopes and
aspirations. I found that the method of teaching in the
college is different from that in the school. Each subject
is taught by a specialized teacher. Questions are not
asked in the classes. Professors do not rebuke the students if they fail to learn their lessons. They simply tell
the students to be conscious of their responsibilities.
The students find here a homely atmosphere which
they lack in the school. For this, they feel easy and comfortable here.
Here, I am also getting a perfect experience of life. i.e.
how to survive under different circumstances. I am
getting quality education for all round development.
—BITs edu campus Vadodara
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PRAVESHOTSAV & AAHVAN – 2014
UDIT. P. JAGTAP (NLCT MEMBER)
Again with the same enthusiasm the engineering students put their carrier in golden hands. A new session started
With PRVESHUTSAV-2014, in which I saw the spiritual faces of
our future Engineers...
Also their cute childish faces, their after our HOD
asked them to give their introduction. But unfortunately all of
them gave in the same childish manner “my name is .. I am ..
years old!! Eventually the time will pass they will learn.
In my college near up to 75 students took admission
in Mechanical Department then after fresher’s party be
gained. The colour code for senior ones was pearl white. All of
them seemed Shining stars of R.M.S POLYTECHNIC parents of
the newbies were also invited for short talk with all of us.
Our Director sir held The ceremony with lighting the
candle and the list of events took Place the Highlights of
events were welcoming, an idea of curriculum and the University details.
After few days I interviewed some students Who
were from a tough background. When I asked them why you
you chosen Engineering as a carrier many of them replied to
Cultivate bright and shining future to overcome family crisis.
After next 2-3 days I also interviewed the Faculty who
had a relatively close connection with the new students. I
asked him how are they in studies ? He answered they are
above average students, but overall fine. By this new session
they will have a grip in Engineering.

- R.M.S POLYTECHNIC

The Next issue of Plexus will be based on
The experience of students and Faculty Members about the Bridge Course
activities

Please send your Reports by 19th Sept, 2014
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THE MOST MEMORABLE DAY OF MY LIFE….!
Mansi A. Patel

Class : EST First Year

Email:- patel_bharuch@yahoo.co.in
After a relaxing period of about 4 months I was upset
and nervous to start my college life. Do you like college
life? Have u been to a college? Come on friends I would
introduce you my new life of a college.
My 1st day at college was an important event of
my life. I was curious and little nervous to step into new
life. But I was little satisfied to have my childhood friend
by my side. During my school days I had a glimpse of
college life from my elder brother and sister. They always say in college life u don’t need to study much . I
was most curious to start my college life. I also wondered that the restrictions would be few and threat of
teachers would be little. At last the day which I longed
for, came in.
I was admitted to SRICT, Shroff S.R. Institute of
Chemical Technology. During this year 2014 – 2015 our
sessions delayed a lot. We started our college from 30-7
-14 . We entered the college premises with new hopes
and aspirations. My college’s infrastructure and atmosphere was vibrant and calm which influenced me a lot
and for the same reason it became my choice to complete my engineering there. This institute was quiet

different from what I had seen in and around and heard
about the college days. I came across many new faces. I
found all the newly admitted students in high spirits.
They were all happy to make friends. I was shocked to
see a huge staff of SRICT. Our faculty members are very
friendly but regarding studies they are very strict. They
are ready to help us 24X7 and also provide us extra lectures during our free period or after college time. They
are very inspiring , I was very much delighted to see the
grand library of the college where I could find books.
I attended the classes. I found that the method
of teaching in the college is different from that in the
school. Each subject is taught by a specialized teacher.
Here teachers observe each and every student equally.
This was really shocking , because what I heard from
elders and I wondered was proved totally opposite.
From the first day itself we were given strict instructions regarding attendance .So from the next day I was
out of my dreams and took college seriously and enjoyed studying. I felt a new rhythm of life with a mixed
sense of duty and liberty.
- Shroff S.R.Rotary Institute of Chemical Technology

Inwarding Outlanders
Mr. N.N.DAVENLCT Menber, E-mail ID - nikunjndave@gmail.com
General Department (M.Sc. in Chemistry)
Ranpur: We welcomed new faces from different places. NMGPI arranged orientation program to aware them
about interesting things of our institute and academic performance as well. ”Praveshotsav-2014” held after orientation program. We had video presentation named “Chalo College Abhiyan-2014” was enjoyed by students, parents and staff members.
- Shree N.M.Gopani Polytechnic Institute
HOW OUTLANDERS MAY FEEL
I’m confused ! very confused !!
Wondering here and there, finding my classmates
Don’t know where’s the lab, whether English, drawing or maths..
Confused ! very confused !!
What can I wear ? what I not ?
What should I bring more than pen & classnote ?
Confused ! very confused !!
Can’t get network here, mobile sleeps away
Departed from old friends, making some new anyway..
Confused ! but curious !!
Now I accept situation, study here is good opinion
Use my courage and motivation, now this is my destination..
Everything is clear now that I don’t know how
Nothing’s confused, nothing’s unknown
I am happy here, feel like this is my own!
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BASICS OF AN ARTICLE WRITING
Title


The title is instrumental in bringing you readers. It should be catchy, yet
self-explanatory. It should be different, yet easy to comprehend. A good title attracts the
attention of the reader, and makes him want to read further. Having said that,
articles that have a serious tone, or are scientific, medical, or research-oriented must have
simple and specific titles. Articles on lifestyle and entertainment can have
innovative and experimental titles.

Introduction
•

One can't really stress enough on the importance of having an impressive introduction.
By that, it means that an introduction should be more like a tease - it should explain the
topic at hand without revealing everything that's going to follow. On the other hand,
introductions of news-based articles should do the opposite and follow the 5W & 1H
format, answering the When, Where, Who, What, Why and How questions.

Body


The body of the article, as the name goes, is the most important section. This is the part
where you need to put in all the details and explanations, along with your examples or
illustrations. Short paragraphs make for easy reading. Also, avoid placing conflicting
issues in the same paragraph.

Conclusion


It is easy for most writers to string up random sentences to make up a conclusion, which is
indeed unfair on the article that has been written from the heart. Here, the only thing to
be kept in mind is that any new idea or thought does not deserve a place in the
conclusion. The conclusion is essentially a brief recap of the entire article, which
signifies the end of the write-up.

Photograph


One picture is worth 1000 words. Pick up the best of the photograph evidencing the event
you are reporting. Make sure that the image is of good quality. Do not stretch the image
horizontally or vertically to enlarge or compress, always use the corners to resize it. At the
end give caption to the photograph.

Proof Reading


At last proof read your article.
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